At Great Lakes Aerial, we provide our clients with skills and expertise in Monopole, Guyed, SelfSupport, & Concealment tower solutions. We honor a professional, thorough, and committed attitude that starts at
the top with the owner and is echoed through the entire GLA team. We offer a wide range of services ranging
from engineering & design, to steel fabrication & field installation. Our large team of employees have a combined
total of over 40 years’ experience in the tower/telecommunication management industries. Great Lakes Aerial is
able to complete any project from start to finish in an unprecedented amount of time.
Projects begin with our on-staff designers, draftsmen, & engineers who produce fabrication drawings
custom tailored to each individual project. Our large, state of the art fabrication facility is fully equipped with
plasma tables, steel rollers, break presses, and a full line of tools and equipment ranging from small components
to large machinery that enables us to design and fabricate anything you may require out of steel. Not limited to the
tower industry; if it’s made of steel, rest assured that Great Lakes Aerial can design and produce whatever your
project requires. Our fabrication team is comprised of experienced and skilled employees that include AWS
certified welders, qualified & certified operators, and professional fabricators. This allows us to ensure your
projects are completed promptly, accurately, and safely. GLA is Avetta certified (formerly known as PICS auditing)
and is currently in the process of achieving the ISO-9001 (2015) certification.
In the field, our experienced tower & foundation crews work efficiently and professionally to get your
project completed. Our foundation crews are trained and experienced in all aspects of foundation reinforcement
including, but not limited to: excavation, concrete, reinforcing rebar, coring, caisson drilling, and micro-pile
drilling & installation. Our tower technicians are all certified in climb safety & tower rescue as well as the correct
procedures, guidelines, safety measures in all aspects of tower construction & modification, enabling us to
complete your project accurately, expediently, and safely. GLA is also approved to conduct pull testing on anchor
rods & micropiles as well as conduct plumb & tensioning of guyed towers. GLA has a continued education
program implemented and requires employees to complete a curriculum of online and hands-on training in
rigging, foundations, excavation, Radio Frequency (RF) awareness, CPR & First Aid, and general safety practices
along with the 1019 Tower Standard. Certifications are issued upon successful completion of each program.
GLA continues to be the cornerstone for renowned companies such as Crown Castle International, GPD
Group, SBA Communications, BlueStream, McCarthy Systems Inc., General Dynamics and numerous
engineering firms nationwide. With an average cycle time of 35 days from issuance of a purchase order to project
closeout completion, our customers turn to us when faced with unreasonable deadlines due to the unmatched
project completion ability that we are known for.
Great Lakes Aerial is a company that doesn’t merely meet the tower construction standard, but exceeds it.
In many instances, GLA is the front-runner in innovative and improved tower construction methods. When you
partner with Great Lakes Aerial, you work with a company that is experienced, qualified, and proficient in all
areas of the tower industry and treats all of your projects as a top priority.
Sincerely,
Jason A. Miller
President/Owner
jmiller@greatlakesaerial.com
(734) 868-0130

